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Abstract

The objectives of this study are to (1) uncover the implementation of Pauh martial arts tradition as a character excavation and cultural values preservation in Pauh society, (2) explore the values contained in Pauh martial art tradition as a pillar of the nation's character education development. This research used descriptive method with qualitative ethnographic approach. The data sources were those who are involved in Pauh martial arts activities that consisted of 31 informants and school members of SMP 14 Padang that included 34 informants. Methods of data collection were observation, interview, documentation and literature studies, and small survey. Data were analyzed using data reduction, data presentation, conclusion and verification. The data validity was done by triangulation, member check, and audit trail. The research results showed that Pauh martial arts tradition implemented from generation to generation. The implementation of this tradition is conducted through three lanes; (1) tradition of opening new location, (2) tradition of accepting new students, (3) tradition of appointing martial arts teacher. The cultural values contained in Pauh martial arts tradition as a pillar of the nation's character education development were constructed from local moral values and made as an important pillar in the development of character education in schools.
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Abstrak

Kajian ini bertujuan untuk (1) mengungkap pelaksanaan tradisi silek Pauh sebagai upaya penggalian karakter dan pelestarian nilai-nilai budaya pada masyarakat Pauh dan (2) menggali nilai-nilai yang terkandung dalam tradisi tradisi silek Pauh sebagai pilar pengembangan pendidikan karakter bangsa. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode deskriptif dengan pendekatan kualitatif etnografi. Sumber data adalah masyarakat yang terlibat dalam kegiatan sasarannya yaitu silek Pauh yang berjumlah 31 informan dan warga sekolah di SMP Negeri 14 Padang yang berjumlah 34 informan. Metode pengumpulan data menggunakan observasi, wawancara, studi dokumentasi, studi kepustakaan, dan survei kecil. Teknik analisis data menggunakan reduksi data, penyajian data, verifikasi dan penarikan kesimpulan. Untuk menguji keabsahan data dilakukan dengan triangulasi, member check, dan audit Trail. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa dilakukan secara turun temurun dari generasi ke generasi. Pelaksanaan tradisi persilatan dilakukan melalui tiga jalur yakni (1) membuka sasaran baru (Maureh Sasaran), (2) menerima Anak Sasian, dan (3) mengangkat guru silek (Urak Balabek). Nilai-nilai budaya dan karakter yang terkandung dalam tradisi Silek Pauh menjadi sumber nilai kearifan lokal dan direkonstruksi sebagai pilar penting dalam pengembangan pendidikan karakter di sekolah.
BACKGROUND

National cultural values tend to be ignored in contemporary society life. The uncommendable behaviors such as the waning of diversity attitude, mutual cooperation, anarchism, dishonesty, mass clash, and others are so implicated in the community. The appearance of these attitudes indicates that the nation is being caught up in the low moral values, feeling, and character (Yaumi, 2014: 43-44). Therefore, character education received serious attention from the Indonesian government to be immediately implemented in schools as an excellent program that is understood as the deterioration of moral solution.

An actual phenomenon shows that many young generation who no longer understand the national cultural values, including the local culture values. It means that the young generation is less sensible to the local cultural values that should be the foundation and benchmark of the action and behaving. Whereas, in the local culture there have been embodied the values that may be invoked in the system of social life. However, these values have shifted, experienced faded, and seemed to lose the real meaning.

The values fading is caused by significant influence of civilization development, science and technology or globalization, as well as the pace of development that is not based on local cultures. Therefore, today’s generation in the society is no longer wholly guided by these values, there is even a tendency to be abandoned. Thus all potentials owned by the nation should be optimized, including local cultural values owned by the local community (local), because the local culture values are the large social capital, which have grown up in the form of hereditary and rooted very strongly in society (Darmiyati, 2010:169).

One of the cultural values sources is contained in Minangkabau traditional martial arts, namely Silek Pauh. The martial arts traditional is a social asset of Pauh community that contains values, norms, which can build person's good character, and mental spiritual of the young generation. Martial arts serves as a place to educate the young generation in the field of martial arts skills, social customs, and as a personality moral formation, a sense of togetherness, mutual respect and cooperation between the person with others in the community, so that they feel responsible to preserve the local culture. As the personality formation,
martial arts stadium also is addressed to form mental and spiritual and various customary courtesy, Minang proverb says that "the youngest is beloved, the the most adolescent is divided, the oldest is respected". So, the martial arts serves as good values cultivation to be given to the younger generation (Jamilus, 2010: 23). The fighters show good attitudes or ethics when meeting with other fighters both when they play martial arts and outside of the game. It is difficult to find the warriors’ vanity symbol, they shook hands and mutual respect. For them, meeting in martial arts arena is a very deep friendship.

Therefore, the values constructed through the martial arts can be a source of value in developing a character education in schools. Because when viewed from the educational essence, there is a will that the education should be rooted from religious values and national culture. Besides, cultural values embodied in martial arts also need to be explored, conserved and regenerated by transforming to the students through classroom learning, self-development in the form of extracurricular and cultural development of the school. Such values may underlie behaviors, traditions, daily habits, and symbols that are practiced by all school members. Value is an idea concept about what someone thinks is important in life (Abdullah, 2010: 6). Value means an idea or concept about everything that is believed important in life. Considering the urgency of the value in human’s life, the education of values needs to be taught, developed, explicited and linked to the daily life context. Thus the character education can not only be done in a cognitive aspect, but also touched internalization, and real practice in our daily lives. In this case, it is required the right approach, true instructional package, and possible instructional activities either in the form of intra, extra-curricular, and the supportive atmosphere.

Furthermore, the presence of educational institutions was instrumental in developing and preserving local cultural values as the formation of national character. One of the formal educational institutions that are trying to maintain and preserve the local cultural values in the city of Padang is state junior high school 14 (SMPN 14), which is located on Cupak Tangah street, in Pauh district. This school has been trying to implement and launch the local culture based school on June 4, 2012 which was inaugurated by the deputy mayor of Padang.
Therefore, the state junior high school 14 can be an example of how we need to go back to the culture in shaping the nation character to become a noble character, and uphold the values of the local culture.

The state junior high school 14 of Padang, Minangkabau has made the local culture as one of the missions that should be developed into school policy, they are (1) civilized and concerned school vision and mission, (2) school policy in developing cultural instruction, (3) the policy of increasing the capacity of human resources (educators and non-educators) in the field of local culture education, (4) the school policy to support the creation of the clean and healthy school environment, (5) the school policy to have and use the budget allocation for the activities related to local cultural issues.

The local culture based character education values may be very possible to be implemented seriously in the state junior high school 14 of Padang. The values of the local culture to be integrated are those embodied in the martial arts traditional. This is because the Pauh martial arts traditional is an asset of Pauh community that must be excavated, conserved, and regenerated to the younger generation, so that the values are not just disappear. The strong support for this integration has been already agreed by the school as shown in the school vision. The vision is perceived as a good spirit in order to be implemented in the teaching and learning process and school culture as well. This is the basis of integration process in the instructional activities and school policy. The local culture based character education values may distinguish the state junior high school 14 and other schools in the city of Padang. The school members and principal are confident that the local cultural values can be a solution to form a strong personal or students’ character who always think nationally and even globally, but act locally (Semiawan, 2007: 110).

Based on statement described in the research background, two critical questions becomes focus of this study and can be formulated as (1) How is the implementation of the martial arts tradition as excavation of the character and preservation of cultural values in the city of Padang? (2) What are the values embodied in the Pauh martial arts traditional perceived as the source of national character education values development? This study aims to reveal the
implementation of Pauh martial arts traditional as character excavation and cultural values preservation in the city of Padang. In addition, this study also aims to explore the values contained in the martial arts traditional which is the source of the national character education development. The nation character can also be said character values like the ones developed by the ministry of culture and education which have been explored and developed through local cultural, religious, and national education goals.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In general, the value is defined as the price. UNESCO reported that values are outlined in two opposing ideas, on the one hand, the value is considered as economic value that is based on the value of the product, prosperity, and price, with such a high award on material things. On the other hand, the values are used to represent ideas or meanings, which are abstract and not clearly measurable. In the local culture there are (1) concept such as ideas, cultural system; (2) behaviors such as activities, social system, and artifacts like material culture that contain useful and relevant values for the development of character education (Sedyawati, 2008:280). In every element of culture that has been mentioned along with the sub-elements can be confirmed to contain values that are relevant and useful for the development of character education.

Value is also seen as an abstract reality in human life. It is perceived as the driving force and the principle of human life, therefore it occupies the most important place in human life, so a lot of people who dare to sacrifice him/herself rather than sacrificing the value(Mulyana, 2004:23). Thus, the value is ideas or concepts that are abstract about what someone thinks or considers important. Defining cultural values refers to conceptions of life in the minds of some citizens on matters that they deem valuable, valuable, and most important in life, so it can serve as a guideline that gives direction and orientation to the citizens lives (Koentjaraningrat, 2010: 17).

Furthermore, the Minangkabau martial arts is the one, which is owned by the people of Minangkabau, West Sumatra, Indonesia that is passed down from generation to generation. The martial arts tradition is known as Silek Pauh which
has two dimensions; individual and social. The individual dimension refers to martial arts that serves to foster human in order to become good persons who adhere to the society norms (Notosoejitno, 1997:32). The social dimension of martial arts serves as a cohesive force that is able to embrace individuals in social relations of martial arts organization, in order to maintain the unity and integrity of the community by creating a sense of solidarity and togetherness among the members (Maryono, 1998:302).

The term pillar in definition.Net online dictionary means as a rod or a structure of stone, brick, or other material which is perpendicular and relatively suitable with proportion or height and shape in the part used as a support or building that stands as a monument. Pillar is defined as pole, commandment, or principle. The mention of the pillar allows us to classify the character values by tracing the various disciplines that form disciplinary unity that is called character education (Yaumi 2012: 51).

Seels and Richey defined development as the process of translating the design specifications into physical form (Seels dan Richey, 1994: 35). Revood says that the development is the actual creation (production) of the content and learning materials based on the design phase (Revoed, 2015: 1). Similarly, Gustafson and Branch directs the development of the activity definition that refers to the five categories, namely (1) analysis of the setting and learner needs, (2) design of a set of specifications for an effective, efficient, and relevant learner environment, (3) development of all learner and management materials, (4) implementation of the resulting instruction, (5) both formative and summative evaluation of the results of the development (Gustafson dan Branch, 2002).

Character education is a process of transformation of the values of life to be cultivated in one's personality to become one in the behavior of that person's life (Gaffar, 2010:1). Character education is also understood as education involving aspects of knowledge (cognitive), feeling (affective), and action (psychomotor). Without these three aspects the character education will not be effective. Implementation of character education should be conducted in a systematic and sustainable way (Lickona, 1992: 54).
METHODOLOGY

This study used a qualitative approach. Qualitative research is a inquiry process based on traditional understanding of investigation that analyzes the social and humanitarian issues, builds a holistic picture, reports informants view in detail based on the natural setting (Creswell, 2008: 5)

The key instrument in this study is the researcher who went to the research location to search relevant information through observation, interview, and document study. In naturalistic study, there is no other choice than to make researcher as the main research instrument (Nasution, 2003:55-56). In this study, the researcher used human approach that means during the research process the research just contacted with people around the location; the martial arts arena and state junior high school 14 of Padang.

In this study, the researcher used several techniques of data collection that consisted of in-depth interview, observation, documentation study, and the study of literature, as well as a small survey. The data analysis used in this research was qualitative data analysis model developed by Miles and Huberman, which consisted of three fundamental activities; data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/ verification (Sugiyono, 2007:246). To test the validity of the data, the researcher refer to the Satori and Komariah’s niew who stated that the measurement is valid if it has a degree of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability Satori dan Komariah, (2011: 146-167).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

1. Implementation of the Martial Arts Tradition

The martial arts tradition of Pauh is one of the cultural forms out of various types of the existing cultural forms in West Sumatera. It is found that there are many different traditions dealing with martial world in Pauh society such as the traditions of opening new martial arena, new students’ entrance, and teachers’ designation. This tradition is usually done in the form of ceremony is an activity that arises in the middle of the community and initiated by the community.
In opening new martial arena, a ceremony tradition is conducted. The goals are to evoke the spirit of regionalism, love the local culture and symbol of pride, solve problem, provide media of friendship, build commitment and cultivate spirit of independence. According to the prevailing custom in Pauh there are rules that must be shared with indigenous density of Pauh village and have been passed down from generation to generation. The rules are relating to the equipment that must be completed before the ceremony. The fixtures are cooking equipment, chickens blood for wetting the arena, chickens to be slaughtered (cooked and eaten together), aqueous material, incense, and a sword (machete) to serve as the property in the show of martial of Padang.

In accepting and selecting new students, the martial arts of Pauh must have their own traditions. Anak Sasian is a local language phrase that means student, namely students who learns and study with a teacher in a martial arts Arena. In the tradition of martial arts of Pauh, pupils are accepted as students at the martial arts arena through democratic process tha is called accepting new students tradition. The purposes of accepting and selecting new students are to legate martial knowledge and values contained in it to the next generation with some of the requirements include the existence of family relationships, physical requirements, and materials. The relationships means that the the students’ arena is intended to educate children who have immdiate family that aims at maintaining martial knowledge and skills not to those who are not responsible for the martial of Pauh. Physical requirements are very important and personal. This can only be known by teachers who assess (lower level of teacher, high level of teacher, martial traditional leader, and professional teacher) as strong physics mental, and must be aged 8 years and above.
Furthermore, students in martial arts arena should complete the material requirements posed by the lower level of teacher at the stadium where the pupils are accepted as new students. Through this material requirements, the teachers can know the character of the students who would be a member of the martial arts of Pauh at the certain arena, for example rooster is the symbol brave character, agile in martial arts like the fighting of the cocks. This is because the process of receiving students cannot be separated from their roles symbol.

The ceremony of designating martial arts teacher is the event of appointing lower level of teacher in martial arts tradition of Pauh. In this ceremony, the best students are appointing to be lower level teachers, the lower level teachers to become high level teachers, the high level teacher to become professional teacher. The process of appointment the martial arts teachers showed that the high level teachers can directly be a senior teachers. The ceremony of designating martial arts teacher conducted by making the agreement between traditional leader, islamic leader, lower and high level teachers.
teachers, and professional or senior teachers, and other martial arts teacher in Pauh.

2. The Values Embodied in the Pauh Martial Arts Tradition

The local cultural values can be constructed from the traditions opening new martial arts arena, accepting new students, and designating teachers. To construct the values contained in the opening new martial arts arena, it can be seen from the aspect of equipment used in the ceremony. Whereas the values embodied in the tradition of acceptance new students can be seen from the requirements aspect. The local cultural values embodied in the tradition of appointing teachers can be seen from the aspect of the stages (procession) done in the ceremony. First, the values contained in opening new martial arts arena derived from the fixtures fulfillment can be seen at the following figure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixtures</th>
<th>Character Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Aqueous material</td>
<td>1. Patient, clean, cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Rooster</td>
<td>2. Brave, self esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Incense</td>
<td>3. Religious, togetherness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Luminous stone</td>
<td>4. Smart, clean, good attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Molten iron</td>
<td>5. Ready, careful, brave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Rice</td>
<td>7. Affluent, prosperous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2**: Character Values in Opening Martial

Figure 2 shows that the materials like four-tastelessness, implies that the students who learns the martial arts at the stadium will be in cool conditioning for themselves and others, both in speech and in behavior. Besides, the earth and soil of the arena gets cool that makes students eager to study and the teachers who can teach martial arts knowledge and skills in the form of coolness. Similarly, the three striped rooster means that the new martial arts stadium will produce the brave students who dare to do and dare to be responsible, persistent in demanding martial arts, so with the knowledge they have will make valuable and useful for the others, then they have sense of swordman.

Frankincense means that with the opening of this new martial arts stadium, the students will be able to bring forward a pride for the name of the martial arts arena who can create unity, camaraderie as students in demanding
martial arts. It would also develop the good teachers and coaches who willingly give their knowledge to the students that symbolizes that the need of the students to have a religious nature, fragrances, togetherness, equality of status. The luminous stone indicates the light, where the presence of the martial arts arena can appear to glow for others, and become a torch to open the hearts of people in the dark, inner condition.

The molten iron signifies vigilance, prudence, and courage in which the students who are studying in this arena cautious and alert to all possibilities that will happen. The lemon means cleaning, avoiding the bad thing where the students, teachers, and coaches are cleaned with water. In the inner, they are clean and can surrender to God in order to have a holy thing. The handful of rice means prosperity where in the group life the reward that is obtained is equally enjoyed.

Second, the material requirements for the students in obtaining martial arts knowledge and skills contains the characters values as below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Character Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. White cloth</td>
<td>1. Sincere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Iron knife</td>
<td>2. Smart, strong, sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Incense</td>
<td>3. Solidarity, compacted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mirror</td>
<td>4. Introspective, reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cotton</td>
<td>5. Diligent, sincere, clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Betel leaf</td>
<td>7. Compacted, solidarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. A bushel of rice</td>
<td>8. Prosperous, rich, fair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gambar 3: Character Values from Requirements

The character values constructed from the requirements of becoming new students can be assessed through the meaning of requirements materials. The 2 meters of white cloth means the cleanliness and sincerity in which the students candidate must be sincere in meeting and provide all the requirements given by the lower level teachers. The teachers should provide knowledge with the sincere and pure heart. The iron knife is a symbol of sharpness and strength, in which a candidate students should have the sharpness of thinking in order to master the martial arts knowledge and skills. If the martial arts have been well mastered, then the students should not use to injure others, instead of for the benefit of others. A student candidates must be strong and strengthen their unity in their stadium as strong as iron.
In addition, frankincense symbolizes fragrance, unification, and solidarity. It is expected that the students not allowed to act and fight, that should give the fragrance and good name for themselves, teachers, coaches, and martial arts stadium. The students should compact and mutually protect among the colleague. Similarly, the mirror glass symbolizes introspection, self-reflection in which each student should be able to look him or herself, and not to blame and look for the weaknesses of others. Each student should reflect each other after doing everything whether related to the errors and mistakes or positive things that have been well done.

Cotton symbolizes white, clean and light. It means that martial arts knowledge obtained through the teaching and practicing should be used to relieve and help, not to harm others. The students must be clean, sincere, and *not just tired legs light hand* (Padang Proverb) but must be light in terms of intelligence and mind, light in receiving other minds. Lemon used to clean bad and ugly behaviors done before being a students of martial arts. In the physical form, the students should be clean and neat and in mental form, they have to clean soul and wispy to surrender to Almighty God. Before doing sincere things, it is expected to first eliminate malice in the heart that symbolizes sincerity.

Furthermore, 1 bunch of betel leaf with a gambier, areca nut, and whiting symbolizes courage and solidarity. Students should show their courage in learning martial arts. A bundle of betel leaf is a symbol to express the unity of the same members including to unify between spiritual-material aspects. A student who seek martial arts knowledge should not be arrogant, but he has to give his knowledge to the future generations and should not forget where he or she comes from and the place of study.

Finally, a bushel of rice symbolizes prosperity where students’ life in their arena, and their sustenance obtained through different ways should be enjoyed together. The maximum knowledge should be gained and the large and width of bushel symbolizes the place and container to put knowledge and sustenance.

Third, the character values are constructed from designating martial teachers’ ceremony, where its implementation should take time and stages. The character values are as follows.
Character values that are constructed from martial arts designation ceremony shows that the advantages of local values contribute greatly in building values in general. In tradition of Pauh martial arts, these values are highly appreciated because they become customary binders and pride Pauh community.

The meaning contained in the local culture can be understood that the deliberations to reach a consensus implies when getting an agreement would be a pride for the community, and if there is a misunderstanding in the consensus will make the society fragmented and can be interpreted as a symbol of democracy. Similarly, bloating sword and drum tradition implies sincerity of the teachers who will be confirmed in submitting all the requirements to all guests and public that are present as a symbol of sincerity. The tradition of bloating sword and drum also implies that the use of the sword is necessary to be careful and not to make mistakes that will hurt themselves and others. Each decision that will take has been thought about the negative consequences that will occur and already have a way how to solve it. This is the meaning of prudence.

The appearance of customary offering implies that in order to obtain an agreement in determining whether the stadium can begin and tell that about the person who will be appointed, or the person who will do martial arts of Padang because the decision that has been taken is a shared responsibility. The agreement as a result of consultation is to be accepted unanimously with a sincere heart. Furthermore, the results of these deliberations should be communicated to all the parties that symbolize the respect and openness. The
appearance of village children arts means that every opening step should be started by older to demonstrate the good move in martial arts steps, then followed by the younger that symbolizes respect and appreciation. The village children arts performances at the ceremony is a preservation of the art village children as a community cultural assets of Pauh that contains high artistic value that indicates entertainment and hustle for showing their pride together to foster a sense of togetherness.

The appearance of martial arts of Padang shows the importance of giving an honour. The purpose of students going to the arena is to salute or congratulate to lower level teacher to be designated. Like the expressions that is stated that "Tiered uphill down with a ladder, little loved, same big same word, the elderly respected.” This indicates there is a respect.

Swearing indicate the commitment, loyalty, or fidelity, which means that (1) the martial teacher should be loyal with friends and feel camaraderie, (2) the designated teachers in martial arts teacher designation ceremony should not make wrong and have wrong intention that creates disputes, and (3) martial arts teachers must not misuse the knowledge to hurt and injure another person, but for the positive things, such as establishing the truth.

In addition, arena closing means that foreign dance that is called biyang tabuk is done by Nanggalo and Lubuk Kilangan. However, if they are not present, the dance for closing the arena can be changed by those who know well the dance because of the decision of dance should be recognized officially. It is a part of responsibility for the coming designation. The closing offering is a tribute and homage in which agreement has been obtained from cultural about appointment of martial arts teachers should be given a respect and appreciation.

CONCLUSION

The implementation of martial arts tradition of Pauh as the excavation of character and preservation of cultural values carried out from generation to generation. Implementation is carried through three channels: (1) opening new martial arena, (2) accepting new students, and (3) martial arts teacher designation. Each channel has a fixtures, requirements, and processes which contains cultural and character values that can be constructed into the national cultural values.

The martial arts tradition of Pauh contains cultural values that are very high, as the source of local wisdom values, and are constructed as an important pillar in the development of character education in schools. Those values include
patient, clean, cool, bold, persistent, religious, intelligent, considerate, careful, selective, prosperous, democratic, sincere, vigilant, open, respect, confidence, affection, loyal, commitment, cooperation, responsibility, respect, strong, reliable, loyal friend, a compact, introspective, reflective, tenacious, diligent, compact, care, and fair.

The tradition of martial arts of Pauh should be preserved in order to develop local cultures into the national culture. The values contained in the martial tradition should be integrated into the school culture and become consideration in the curriculum development and implementation of instruction.
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